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Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource: Insects and Spiders offers readers comprehensive and easy-to-use information on Earth's bugs. Entries are arranged by taxonomy, the science through which living things are classified into related groups. Each entry includes sections on physical characteristics; geographic range; habitat; diet; behavior and reproduction; insects, spiders and people; and conservation status. Family entries are followed by one or more species accounts and a range map and photo or illustration for nearly every species. Entries conclude with a list of books, periodicals, and Web sites that may be used for further research.
Each volume of Grzimek's Student Animal Life Resource: Insects and Spiders includes a pronunciation guide for scientific names, a glossary, an overview of insects and spiders, a list of species in the set by biome, a list of species by geographic location, and an index. The two volume set has 250 full-color maps, photos, and illustrations to enliven the text, and sidebars provide additional facts and related information.
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Lean Organization: from the Tools of the Toyota Production System to Lean Office (Perspectives in Business Culture)Springer, 2012

	Lean Organization for Excellence describes the right way to implement lean thinking inside both manufacturing and service industries. After explaining the origins of the concept and discussing 'wastes' and value added, the book aims to set out a precise path of action. To this end, the so-called Hoshin Kanri method of defining...
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Home Recording Power!Premier Press, 2001
This book is for anyone who wants to record music at home that sounds as good as some project studio productions.  The emphasis is on using a home computer as the central part of the recording studio, a few reasonably priced software applications, and carefully chosen sound equipment. The book takes the reader from start to finish -- from concept...
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Second-Generation HTS ConductorsSpringer, 2004
The discovery of high temperature superconductors (HTS) in 1986 by two IBM
scientists led to an unprecedented explosion of research and development efforts
world-wide because of the significant potential for practical applications offered by
these materials. However, the early euphoria created by the exciting prospects was...
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Technology and Safety of Marine Systems (Ocean Engineering Series)Elsevier Limited, 2003
Traditionally society has regulated hazardous industries by detailed references to engineering codes, standards and hardware requirements.  These days a risk-based approach is adopted.  Risk analysis involves identifying hazards, categorizing the risks, and providing the necessary decision support to determine the necessary arrangements and...
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Design Reliability: Fundamentals and ApplicationsCRC Press, 1999
As engineering systems become more and more complex, industry has recognized the importance of system and product reliability and places ever increasing emphasis on it during the design phase. Despite its efforts, however, industry continues to lose billions of dollars each year because of unexpected system failures. Therefore, it becomes...
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High-Speed Signal Propagation: Advanced Black MagicPrentice Hall, 2003
Raves for Dr. Johnson's previous classic, High-Speed Digital  Design!

"....one of the finest efforts to come along in the field of  applied high-speed digital design because of its focus on providing tools for  the whole design team bringing a high-speed product to life. For all the PCB  designers and...
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